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HIGH QUALITY RENOVATION FOR THIS
CHÂTEAU 17KM FROM BORDEAUX CENTER
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DESCRIPTION

HIGH QUALITY
RENOVATION FOR THIS
CHÂTEAU 17KM FROM
BORDEAUX CENTER

This unique château has been meticulously renovated to an extremely high standard by an architect specialized in
historic building restoration. Built in the mid-19th century as a hunting lodge, this family home is a magnificent setting to
entertain guests. The living spaces offer generous volumes, light throughout and an ease of flow rarely seen in more
traditional style châteaux. Situated just beyond Bordeaux’s suburbs yet surrounded by woodland, both the center of
Bordeaux and Bordeaux’s international airport are 20 minutes’ drive. Arcachon, its bay and golden Atlantic beaches are
35 minutes away. World renowned vineyards are within just a few kilometers. The lifestyle opportunities offered by the
location of this stunning château married with very easy access to international transport make it an ideal geographic
location for a home or for a business.

PROPERTY FACT FILE
REFERENCE

A13837

PRICE

€ 4,360,000
£ 3,838,893*

*agency fees to be paid by the seller

BEDROOM

11

BATHROOM

9

ACCOMMODATION

910 m²

LAND

54400 m²

TOWN

Bordeaux

DEPARTMENT

Gironde

LOCATION

0-2KM to amenities

TYPE
CONDITION
FEATURES

Wheelchair friendly, Electricity on
site, Garage

*Price based on current exchange rate which is subject to change
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Built of light-colored limestone with an overhauled slate-covered roof, the château is
positioned at the center of 5 hectares or 12 acres of grounds accessed by a star shaped
network of graveled paths. A rare 19th century wind turbine known as an ‘Eolienne Bollée’
with foot access was used to draw water to feed cattle grazing on pastures around the
château. Today it provides a remarkable feature nestled into the woodland. A 29 m² heated
outdoor swimming ‘lap’ pool with counter-current, pool house and shower sit next to the
château. A ‘son et lumière’ installation lights up the château in the evening whilst music
projects from hidden loudspeakers across the château grounds. Every room in the château
offers sweeping views onto the surrounding park. The 65 m² living room has South, North
and East facing floor-to-ceiling windows inviting nature into the château. This resolutely
modern inside/outside living concept sits beautifully with the restored classical features such
as open fireplaces, original doors and rendered stone walls. Alongside the living room is a vast
entrance hall opening to both the South and the North sides of the château and a billiard
room. This makes for 130 m² of reception space. A fully-fitted modern kitchen with
prep-pantry connecting to an adjacent formal dining room, and a wheelchair-accessible
ground floor en-suite bedroom make up the ground floor. A wheelchair-accessible glass
elevator connects the four floors of the château. The elevator ride has internal views onto
rooms on each floor as you climb from the basement to attic levels. Unusual for a Bordeaux
château, the basement covers the entire château with a wine cellar, gym, workshop and a
technical control room with direct access to garden and pool areas. The first floor is
comprised of a master bedroom with balcony and dressing room, generous master
bathroom, 2 additional bedroom suites as well as an office space and meeting room. The first
floor demonstrates the modularity of the sizeable floor space across the château. The second
floor or attic has an open-space, loft feel with separate bedroom and bathroom. The main
property offers some 830m² of usable space. A private motorized gate offers access to the
grounds where you will find both the renovated 18th century post house converted into
three separate apartments (430m² usable space) and the converted chicken coop, now an
independent guest house (50m2 usable space) secluded behind the bamboo grove. All
technical systems (electrical, plumbing, heating) were completely renewed in all buildings, as
well as all floors, wall and ceiling surfaces with stucco cornices. All roofs were thermally
insulated and retiled. The château’s under-floor heating is self-reliant from geothermal energy
(heat source groundwater), complemented by solar panels for electricity.
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ENERGY-DPE
2kg
67kwh

IMPORTANT-NOTICE
Leggetts, their client and any joint agents give notice that:
1: Quoted prices are subject to fluctuations in
exchangerates. Please contact an agent for an up-to-date
price. They are not authorised to make or give any
representations or warranties in relation to the property
either here or elsewhere, either on their own behalf or on
behalf of their client or otherwise. They assume no
responsibility for any statement that may be made in these
particulars. These particulars do not form part of any offer
or contract and must not be relied upon as statements or
representations of fact. In particular they neither have nor
assume responsibility for any statement concerning the
financial arrangements or the commercial scheme which
may be made available by their clients or others to
potential purchasers.

2: Any areas, measurements or distances are approximate.
The text, photographs and plans are for guidance only and
are not necessarily comprehensive. It should not be
assumed that the property has all necessary planning,
building regulation or other consents and Leggetts have
not tested any services, equipment or facilities. Purchasers
must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise.
3: These particulars were prepared from preliminary plans
and specifications before the completion of the properties
and are intended only as a guide. They may have been
changed during construction and final finishes could vary.
Prospective purchasers should not rely on this information
but must get their solicitor to check the plans and
specification attached to their contract.

CONTACT-DETAILS
UK Freephone: 08700115151
Telephone: +33 553 608 488
FAX: +33 553 566 257
E-mail: prestige@leggett.fr
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